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About This Content

The tiny airport, the thrilling approach, the narrow margin between a good landing and a landing which ends in the perimeter
fence: they make Kastellorizo a special destination for every pilot.

‘The Aegean Pearl’ has been recreated in its entirety for FSX: Steam Edition, including the rough mountains, the unique airport
and the village of Kastellorizo itself. Every house in the village, the town hall, school, churches, hotels, bars, chapels, military

installations and much more have been realistically recreated, and the shape of the whole island has been modelled manually in
order to accurately recreate its outline.

Kastelorizo Airport (LGKJ) is rendered in high-detail, including a paved runway and apron, detailed models of the terminal
buildings, realistic night lighting and more details like baggage carts, animated flags and passengers. Just like the real airport,
there are no navaids (apart from the NDB) or ILS installed at the airport. Pilots have to call Info at 122.90 to avoid conflicts

with other aircraft.

Be sure to watch out for the fences at both ends of the runway!

Features

High resolution custom-made terrain mesh covering the whole island

Photo-real texture coverage of Kastellorizo and nearby islands
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Fully accurate rendition of the airport and surrounding features

High resolution textures for airport ground and 3D buildings

Realistic shadow rendition on all 3D objects and ground

Detailed representation of Kastellorizo town and its famous landmarks

Realistic night lighting environment

Realistic models of grass and vegetation

Numerous sound effects (clock tower, church bells, animal sounds and more)

3D human models included

AI ship traffic with realistic ferry models and schedules

Performance optimised scenery with no need for additional adjustments
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This is excellent.This closley resmbles the real life island with many landmarks to see.Great for its price.However you will need
either thesaloni or another Mediterranian airport as this place can only really take general aviation.I did mange to squeeze in the
PMDG JS41,Majestic dash 8 q400 and even a Ifly 737-800 but barely.. A great little FSX airport not bad for the price a few
bugs but very very minor buy when on sale!. It' absolutely beautiful scenary.
The only problem is that all buildings in the town are "floating" 1-2 m above the "zero-level" ground (sea-level), so it's not
possible to land helicopter on the streets of the town - you sink 2 m bellow the terren... hope it's easy to fix this mistake.
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